Resources in Societies (ReSoc)
1) T heoretic al approac h of the L eibniz P os tdoc S c hool R eS oc
Resources and their appropriation certainly represent an outstanding vehicle to describe
transformations in human history. In contrast to natural raw materials, resources are socially
produced constructions expressing what people perceive as relevant for their life, no matter if
it is about their physical (food, water) or their social needs (status symbols, religious items).
Resources are regarded as a product of social appropriation and construction first, either as
material sources but also as mental perceptions. Such an approach allows us to specifically
access to societal transformation and also to evaluate their impact to societal change in
general. The constructions of these materialized environments are of great importance
providing very specific affordances (in the sense of J.J. Gibson: Gibson 1977) and therefore
inherit the potential of a transformative agency during the different periods of human history.
Particularly with regard to human entanglement to environment and resources and the
relation to social transformation, there is still a major desideratum for theoretical approaches
to these social transformations. ReSoc intends to investigate such resource-related
transformations on theoretical and empirical levels. The Leibniz Postdoc School ReSoc
emanates from a “Theory of practice” approach (e.g. Giddens 1984; Bourdieu 1977; Schatzki
1996) that helps to analyse the evolvement of social institutions and their economic actions,
but includes furthermore the current materiality discourses. Our approach aims at a
multifocal perspective on how humans are interwoven with their materialized environment
through various practices and on how social institutions arise and transform during these
processes. Hence, a transdisciplinary approach is essential that integrates social and cultural
studies (e.g. archaeology, history, sociology, and anthropology), natural sciences (e.g.
geosciences, material science, and engineering) and economics to discuss the
transformative potential of resources and the subsequent social transformations.
Our scholarly approach to take materialized resources as affordances for individuals and
societies and to integrate their potential role in transformative processes is to first open the
discussion before ending up in general results. Such a transdisciplinary discourse will allow
the single disciplines to embed various theoretical and empirical studies within a broader and
new field of research on resource-related transformations. This holistic idea of ReSoc
requires different levels of research, possibly best described as micro-, meso- and macrolevel. It intends to start from the micro-level with the appropriation of (raw) materials and their
conversion to materialized “things” (Heidegger 1950; Olsen 2010; Hodder 2013). “Things”
are approached either by their analytical quality, by their social construction, or by the way
they are entangled in human practices. A second discursive level is displayed by the
question how these resources are related to the human production of space (“spacing”:
Bender 1993, Löw 2001), the “growing” of knowledge (Ingold 2000) and development of
innovation within social entities. This focus on the “metabolisms”, the interplay, of the
physical and the socially constructed environments, the overcoming of our Cartesian
thinking, hoists the experience with and knowledge of resources to a meso-level of
argumentation. Finally, societal transformations are discussed on the basis of asymmetries
of all kind. This research field will reach a third level that may help to better explain the
transformation of societies and the transformative role of “resources/things”. It therefore can
be considered as a more general macro-level.
2) T he R es earc h fields
In order to describe the systematics of ReSoc, the arena of research will be shortly resumed
and discussed under three different aspects composing the general research fields of our
undertaking. Of course all three categories cannot be strictly separated.
1. Appropriating (raw) material ‒ converting to things. Resources and materials in practice
One can consider the appropriation of resources as a main issue in the history of humankind.
Societal needs and desires regulate and inspire what kinds of resources are acquired or
ignored - it is the long story of human-modified materials that manifests itself in these
manifold achievements and patterns of access. These access-patterns are embedded in
landscapes where raw-materials are collected or exploited. Acting with resources therefore
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discloses individual or societal intentions and additional strategies and concepts how to
achieve a desired yield. Cultural norms for example often are in favour of special operative
solutions. But within these procurement practices there is a potential for change: They can
alter and develop norms how to act in a group but also within an ecological surrounding. This
is true for any form of specialized procurement (agriculture, hunting/fishing, pastoral
activities, mining). Investigating different systems of exploitation therefore enables an
interesting insight into the appropriation processes but also in their technical and societal
impact.
While landscapes are a part of human practice with resources, the production of objects
allows another insight into the social needs, intentions, and preferences of humans. These
crafts can be described by often specialized workflows (chaînes opératoires) (Leroi-Gourhan
1980), which allow us to see the entanglement specific experiences and embodied
“knowledges” of the human actor (Ingold 2000; Marchand 2010). Additionally, craftprocesses incorporate various fields of practices. The production itself enchases different
cultural means, not only related to the craftspersons, but also to the spheres of consumption
where “things” are embedded in the interwoven cognitive and practical spheres. As part of
their social life, things are continuously loaded with different memories and allocations:
These processes range from their production to their consumption and final depositing
(Kopytoff 1986). Describing and researching such spheres is vital to understand how societal
values could materialize in things. Values strongly influence consumption patterns: Gold as a
shiny but more or less impracticable material in ancient societies is a good example: Many
cultures have regarded the material as a transcendental one (used to express eternity in
graves and symbols) no matter in which part of the world. Much of the material’s qualities
can be discussed in a first step of investigation, but only the different ways of their cultural
appropriation allow us to touch the surface of value-systems of resources in the end.
2. Spacing, making knowledge and innovation through resources and as resources
In our second research field we intend to work on the relation of space and knowledge. As
space is produced by all kind of practices we can approach people’s knowledge by tracing
their experiences with landscapes and their perception of space (Tilley 1994; Bender 1993).
Such practices may relate to the procurement and handling of resources and things and lead
to the rise of new “scapes” of acting (scapes in the sense of Appadurai 1996). A focus will be
the “growing” of knowledge and creative impetus through the experiences in/of landscapes
and things possibly conducting in what we today perceive as innovation (Ingold 2000). Being
thrown into a new environment leads to its appropriation and to a certain production of space
which can enable transformation (“spacing”: Löw 2001).
This creativeness is especially required in handling of unknown and partly known
landscapes. This can be traced by many cases through the history of humankind.
Archaeology for instance is able to describe the consequences of such processes in a longterm perspective through material culture while geography does it through environments and
landscapes (e.g. Braudel 1977; Whatmore 2002).
Spaces in which transformation can rise are manifold: Not only landscapes, but also
institutions as for instance assemblage places or markets can be regarded as arenas of
negotiation and communication, no matter if these are urbanized spaces with well-defined
architectural frames or open fields of meetings. They are always conceptualized both as
materialized locations (like architecture, conditions of nature) and as immaterial ideas. To
compare and discuss them as arenas of practices allows a more detailed understanding of
these processes. But any spatial formation is of interest that involves human actors handling
things and resources. Within these spaces different people, things, and ideas converge, no
matter if we are dealing with larger migrations or small-scale “mobilities” of things and
individuals. Ideas are exchanged within these spheres and can converge into hybrids.
Another examples for space in which people and things conflate are colonization processes
or labour migration. Migrants for instance apply their know-how to new spheres of social and
spatial interaction.
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Whenever humans act, they gain experiences and consequently knowledge in appropriating
their environment. Reconstructing such lines of action allows approaching the specific
cultural access of societies to their space. It is therefore an important clue in understanding
people and their landscapes. But it also sheds light on the resources themselves and how
their involvement might lead societies to alter their spatial surrounding. Nowadays it is not
any longer the simple question of mastering nature. It would be more the task to study
ecology as an entanglement nature and society to overcome the Cartesian concept of a
human–nature dichotomy. A combination of a theoretical and an empirical approach can
discuss even conflicts of interest much better if regarding the complex human entanglement
in and with space.
3. Transforming societies: actors in materialized asymmetries
In the third research area the resource-related transformation of societies will be the focus of
discussion and studies. In this field we regard asymmetries as important challenging factors
since asymmetries are often related to environmental issues. They can put various kinds of
pressure on societies. Asymmetries are not only defined as economic differences between
social groups but also as cultural aspects that are sensed as unequal such as the access to
ritual or rural spaces or participation in societal processes.
Growth and decline (or “de-growth”) for instance are important aspects in this tension of
asymmetries. They can be particularly observed with the help of a long-term historical
perspective, which is important for any empirical study on societal and economic change. In
recent years the debate has evolved from the discussion of cyclical models, but they are not
very convincing as neither the direction of cycles can be predicted nor is their development
self-evident (Kondratiev 1984; Holling et al. 2002). But regarding such a “development” as a
heuristic level of observation considerable limitations emerge as there are various levels that
must be included: crises (“de-growth”) and their impact on our materialized surrounding for
example are experienced and sensed by societal groups in different ways dependent on their
respective life-world. For that reason it is of importance to clarify empirical limitations (e.g. by
sources of archaeology or ecology) and discuss our economic and societal models to
describe the transformative value of the ups and down (e.g. populations, settled areas,
usage of resources). Interpreting economies and societies as complex adaptive systems may
be a useful theoretical approach (Costanza et al. 2005) or rather interpreting economies as
integrative element of social practices. Although such a macro-level can explain much, other
transformative levels are only touched by it at the fringe. This is what ties back this research
field with aspects of the micro- and meso-level described above. What we describe as
innovation processes can be considered as an explanatory level which is also reflected in
resources and “things”. A technical innovation becomes, for example, accepted by humans if
its radiation to other social groups has proved certain feasibility (Rogers 1962). A copious
application boosts a pressure to other groups to implement such an “innovation” as well.
Sometimes there may be different possible choices but they seem to be guided ones in their
embedding to various parallel processes.
These processes are tightly interwoven with peoples’ habits and how they act as socialized
bodies in various fields of their daily life. This interplay has to be consequently analyzed and
discussed, no matter if we are dealing with rather technical or societal innovations. Not all of
them directly result in large scale economic or societal change but nonetheless they have an
impact in specific spheres of life. These more hidden and on a macro-level not very evident
changes can act as transformative agents either in an accelerating or in a limiting way - they
represent one aspect how we can understand the resources’ impact on the transformation of
societies. Such cultural choices - either conscious or not - are enclosed within the resourcesrelated practices of societies described on the micro- and meso-level.
In cases when conscious choices are regulating decisions how resources are handled, we
may call them governance structures or institutions. Ethnographic observations often show
much clearer how societal choices as, for example, in specific ways of communication
through exchange (Bourdieu 1998) or explicit conditions in exploiting resources are guided
by “irrational” ritual needs or general norms. This stands in contrast to our assumption of our
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seemingly “rational” interests in the sense of “modern” economies: Governance is therefore a
system of various cultural choices embedded into societal needs (e.g. subsistence economy,
rites, cognitive spheres). What is pivotal in the end is whether choices are regarded as
appropriate to societal perspectives and norms. New governance structures or institutions for
instance might help to solve societal problems, but they also add to societal complexity and
can hence reduce the flexibility of a society to deal with new problems in changing
environmental circumstances. Collapses for instance can be regarded as a consequence of
such choices that may end in economic and environmental instability based on misleading
human acting. Collapses, therefore, often have been regarded as a result of increased
complexity and a rigid adherence to a specific trajectory and ultimately causes decline or “degrowth”. It is a long debated problem if complex adaptive systems often have bifurcations or
tipping points, at which the common behaviour changes drastically. As argued above societal
or even individual choices may result in tipping points and might lead to transformative
asymmetries: It is interesting that economic growth and decline debates often result from a
specific argumentative angle of World-System theories that came into discussion during the
1970s (Wallerstein 1974). It is therefore necessary to debate on their nowadays influential
role in interpreting our data. Within this interplay certain disciplines often neglect the question
of size and value while others overestimated it at the expense of qualitative factors. Scales
are at first cultural concepts and display secondly in quantitative dimensions and limitations.
Therefore, we also regard the debate on size, number and frequency as important to
understand the scale of transformation. In this regard econometric issues are often
discussed with focus on economy, but the social impact of the human factor and effects on
other spheres of transformation processes are only poorly investigated.
Our three research fields are integrated by various cross-sections: by the human actor and
his resource-related practices. Resource-related transformation processes will be, therefore,
investigated in various ways and systematically integrated by a praxitological approach and a
focus on materiality.
3) R es earc h agenda/ work plan including work units and miles tones
Within the project, it is a core focus of transdisciplinary research to analyse if and how
scaling behaviour of resource use emerges from the aggregation of atomic units such as
individuals, groups (social sphere), individual houses, neighbourhoods and living spaces
(material sphere) and the resource fluxes within and between these subsystems. The key to
a transformation may be conceptualized as being located in a society’s resource use system,
and the analysis focuses on different impacts of changes in this resource use across scale
levels. Scale levels are interpreted as spatial scale levels that are closely interwoven with
functional scale levels which represent functional relationships among actors, structures, and
working practices. Multi- and cross-scalar analyses are a key to understanding the fluidity of
resources and their transformation. This systemic approach understands societies as
complex systems in interaction with natural systems.
One major challenge is to identify common ground between different approaches and to
establish transdisciplinary methodologies. This needs to have a tight communication
between the Postdoctoral fellows and all other participating parties of the ReSoc project.
The single ReSoc-projects will be discussed under various theoretical aspects within our
three above defined research areas. This will serve as an encompassing level of
observation, of analogous comparison and of theoretical reflection, mirrored by internal
meetings (jour-fix-meetings, compulsory quarterly meetings, annual general milestone
meetings) and the final international conferences 2019.
The backbone of the project is the postdoctoral fellows and their projects. The following
structure is planned:
•
•

PostDoc 1: Research focus archaeology: Materialized practice of (pre)historical societies
(consumption and production)
PostDoc 2: Research focus mining archaeology: Appropriation and managing resources
in resource landscapes of (pre)historical societies (Production sphere).
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•
•
•
•
•

PostDoc 3: Research focus archaeometry: Consumption pattern of metal resources and
their embedding to mineral deposits and landscapes of production.
PostDoc 4: Research focus macro-economy: resource based practices of (pre)historical
societies: agent-based modeling.
Junior-Professorship Ethnology of Resources: Him/she will be supported to develop
his/her own project and conduct a program of teaching and research in collaboration with
the Institute of Archaeological Studies. DBM-budget funded.
PostDoc Curator: He/She will be based at the Research area Mining history and will
accompany this exhibition field within her/his research work within Medieval Mining
history. DBM-budget funded.
PostDoc Management: He/She will be coordinating the networking and the
organisational work within the Leibniz PostDoc-scholl ReSoc. Furthermore it will be a key
function of this position to further develop the postdoctoral program, especially with
regard to the inclusion of a mentoring approach. Within this project all the other PostDocs
of the DBM will be included and the School should be advertised to attract other
PostDocs to take part.

The DBM through the research section material sciences provides a state of the art
analytical laboratory, an important tool to perform technical and provenance studies. By
purchasing a new mass-spectrometry (Multi-collector-ICP-MS with laser ablation) the
laboratory will be enabled to measure various isotopic ratios from metals and organic
materials: The laboratory will be one of the outstanding research tools to perform empirical
studies on technology, materials, and their distribution in pre-modern cultures (especially the
PostDoc studies 2-3). Geographic Information System (GIS) technology provides the
platform for spatial analysis - the computational analysis of geographic patterns to
understand the distribution of multiple features, to understand spatial relationships such as
proximity, coincidence, intersection, overlap, visibility, and accessibility (PostDoc Studies 14). Spatial analysis explains changes in patterns over time, and is core to performing
advanced predictive modelling. Another important tool of modelling our data will be ABM
(Agent based modelling): It is regarded as a strong tool to support our understanding of
complex societal and individual behaviour in resource based transformation processes.
Conceptually, agent-based modelling allows the modeler to give instructions to virtual agents
which allow agents to interact. It shall be used in PostDoc-study 4. There is a lot of common
ground between agent-based modelling and Geographic Information Systems. Agent-based
modelling approaches in the project should be accentuated by Geographic Information
Systems’ capacities for spatial analysis, and vice versa.
The ReSoc research structure is open and attractive to include further research fields and
researchers like foreign guests and colleagues who e.g. temporarily work at the DBM. All of
them are invited to take part in the ReSoc activities e.g. in our panel discussions or milestone
meetings. Through the frame of ReSoc, the postdoctoral fellows can apply for further
workshops and organize them after the proposals are accepted by the steering committee.
Centre pieces of ReSoc are the pilot-studies. Like the workshops they are open to every
postdoctoral fellow. It enables him/her to create new research ideas, to realize them as a
forerunning activity or to evolve a new research project and apply for national and
international grants at the end. These pilot-studies will inspire our researchers to follow the
theoretical issues of ReSoc by their own research agenda and thus generate a reciprocal
effect on ReSoc. We believe that ReSoc therefore can develop an ideal platform for
discussion within the whole research field.
To support the various tracks described in the structural concept (see structural concept) is
the great challenge of ReSoc. Besides the research abilities ReSoc aims at systematically
strengthening other professional abilities.
4) Management s tructure and organization
Managing Board: The Managing Board is responsible for the coordination of the project as
a whole. It consists of a speaker and the managing coordinator (the postdoctoral fellow who
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works in the Managing track). The coordinator administers the routine administrative and
organizational work, whereas the speaker of the Managing Board is the contact person of the
overall project and holds a leading role.
Advisory Board: The Advisory Board represents an independent body, which consists of
four external scientists. They meet once a year with all project participants of the Leibniz
Postdoc School during the Annual Meetings (Milestones). Their task is to give scientific
support and advice as well as to discuss and to evaluate the intermediate research results of
the postdoctoral fellows in order to guarantee the research quality. The results of their
counselling will be reported yearly to the Managing Board, which will assure the compliance
and implementation of the quality management.
Steering Committee: The Steering Committee consists of the principal partners and the
postdoctoral fellows. It is responsible for scientific, financial and organizational decisions.
The Steering Committee and the Managing Board come together in quarterly meetings. The
financial support of pilot-studies, workshops and invitations will be organized by additional
projects that will be financed and supervised by the Steering Committee.
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Resources in Societies (ReSoc)
The Structure of the Postdoc-Program
The Deutsches Bergbau-Museum (DBM) is strongly aware of the importance to provide
postdoctoral researchers with an opportunity to establish their own professional profile at a
crucial career stage (generally 2-7 years after PhD). Therefore, the DBM will establish a
multifaceted sustainable postdoctoral program, which will serve as best practice model in the
Leibniz-Gemeinschaft, especially in the research museums. With regard to the specifics of a
Leibniz research museum the DBM developed postdoc-strategies, that do not only take into
consideration careers that aim at a university appointment, but also career tracks that aim at
a curator career as well as tracks that cover research management abilities which are
relevant for careers within research funding associations or governmental departments (Fig.
1).
Postdoctoral Career Tracks at the DBM
Generally, researchers at any postdoctoral career stage can apply for a position at the DBM
and are free to choose between the different tracks available. After having completed a
project, it is even possible to change between the career tracks.
Career-track “Researcher”
Within this track postdoctoral fellows pursue academic independence and aim at developing
their research profile within their academic fields. Most positions within the ReSoc-project will
be integrated in this track.
The DBM promotes postdoctoral researchers by different means, either household or three
party funded, to pursue their own research questions and therefore establish an independent
research profile to build up a scientific career. With regard to the ReSoc-project, researchers
can apply with a research proposal of individual choice. In the first case, the SAW-project
ReSoc will allow for a scientific start-up-funding to enable the postdoctoral fellows to develop
a research project afterwards. In the second case, they can use their time to carry out the
first phase of their project. Further third-party funded postdoctoral projects can be
accompanied in the frame of this project.
Moreover, the DBM, in close cooperation with the Ruhr-University, will offer a temporary,
100 % budget-financed position (2*3 years) with a strong emphasis on teaching. It will be
structured based on a junior-professorship and will allow for the possibility to develop a new
and innovative field of research (e.g. ethnology of resources). According to a juniorprofessorship a mid-term evaluation will be conducted by the DBM.
Career-track “Curator”
Within this career-track approach, the DBM offers a temporary position (2*2 years), which is
100 % budget-financed. The postdoctoral fellow aims at establishing a scholarly career within
a (research) museum. Particular emphasis is placed on research on museum collections as
well as curatorship for respective collections as well as exhibitions. Therefore, in the first
phase the postdoctoral fellow performs a research project (2 years) with the intention to
develop an exhibition concept and subsequently conduct a special exhibition (2 years) at the
DBM. The designated mid-term evaluation after two years will assess the research results,
as in the third year publication of the results as well as the development of an exhibition
concept are scheduled. This exhibition has to convey research results to the public and
should be accompanied by scientific activities (publications, lectures, talks etc.). Especially in
context with the recently submitted national roadmap project “KultSam” (historico-cultural
collections) by the DBM and several other Leibniz research museums, postdoctoral fellows
within this track at the DBM will be provided with unique potentials in the near future.
Career-track “Manager”
The postdoctoral fellow intends to build up competence
management or administration of research institutions,
publication organization and strategy or governmental
postdoctoral fellow to access this line of career, this

with regard to a career in the
research funding associations,
departments. To enable the
track is split into a part-time
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management position (50-100 %, either third party or budget funded), e.g. coordinator of
projects such as ReSoc or – as have been recently filled at the DBM - scientific editors.
Postdoctoral fellows within this track are strongly encouraged to take further part in academic
activities as publications, lectures and talks.
Young Academics at the DBM – integrating ReSoc
All postdocs, academic trainees and doctoral students at the DBM, constitute the young
academics, called “WiN” (“Wissenschaftlicher Nachwuchs”), which allows for a lateral
exchange of experiences. The members of the WiN, which is a self-managed structure,
annually elect three official spokespersons (one for each group). For and upon consultation
with the WiN the DBM offers a set of advanced trainings in a variety of soft-skills (e.g.
leadership, fundraising, management) twice a year.
The DBM intends to establish a mentoring program for the postdoctoral fellows to provide
them with further feedback and the possibility to obtain an external view on their career. To
develop the specifics of such a program will be one of the ReSoc coordinators of tasks.
Naturally, the postdoctoral fellows will be included in all activities of the DBM research
department: They will contribute to the overall academic activities like the “Researchers
Day”, held twice a year at the DBM, where all academics present their current projects and
results. This will not only provide the postdoctoral fellows with access to feedback of
established researchers, but also serves to expand their scientific networks, as all guest
researchers (e.g. postdoctoral researchers from national and international institutions who
earned the yearly Winkelmann-stipend of the DBM) are also present and presenting their
work.
However, being included in the overall research framework at the DBM postdoctoral fellows
will be responsible for the coordination of general activities (e.g. workshops or conferences)
of the DBM research clusters. This enables them to build up competence in coordinating
research activities with a pool of experienced and young researchers of the DBM.
Furthermore and due to close cooperation, they will collaborate with young researchers of
the RUB as well, which will be of mutual benefit. Besides, there are further frameworks linked
to the overall young academics strategy, some are already established, some require further
development. The latter will be a key function of the management postdoc position of the
submitted project/program ReSoc.

Fig. 1. Career tracks at the DBM

